The programming language B has been designed for personal computing.
we may also take the intersection of sets of monotypes. The hope is now that if that intersection is non-empty, we can find m "unifying" m' and n", i.e., such that Types(m) = Types(m') n Types(~").
Such a rT, if it can be found, will be denoted by n' n T". In general, the form is not unique, because trivial renamings may be applied to the type variables without change in meaning.
Such different forms will be considered equal, in the same way that Ax: x + 1 and Ay:y + 1 are equal.
To express that two forms cannot be unified, it is convenient to introduce the "pseudo-type" < *>, where, by convention, < * > E Types(m) for any n. This convention will make it possible to define n between polytypes in such a way that, without restrictions, Types(# n n") = Types(~') n Types(#'). 
Types(~') L Types(m).)
A substitution @U is called a "unifier" of two polytypes~'
and n" if n'@U = r" @U, in which case n' and r" are said to be "unifiable", and the form obtained by applying the substitution is called a "unification" of n' and T". It is, moreover, called a "most general" unifier, if the unification n obtained thus is such that each unification of n' and T" is a refinement of v. Let a be a tuple of all type variables occurring in n'
and/or v" and let 0 be a copy of a, and put T', n" and 0 under consideration.
. Select an applicable clause:
. The Unification Algorithm will now be shown in action on a simple example. For legibility, <COMPOUNDn,~,, ... .~n > is abbreviated to (ml, ... . n.) and <TABLE, r,, Tj > to r, :n2. The problem is to unify T' = (al, CXz:aj) and n" = (a~:az, a)).
The a from the description is (a,, a2, aj), and 0 is set to a.
Since r' and r" are composite and agree in form, the We know now that the unification produced by the Unification Algorithm, applied to # and T" with disjoint variables, If one is Jound, must be rr' n T". But will one be found? The first thing to do now, is to show that if there is a solution, the process will find it. This can be proved completely formally, but hopefully a sketch of the crucial idea will suffice.
Since the process never draws a conclusion that it is not forced (There is such a tree for each unit, so that we have a forest of trees.) Let PD ("properly decorated') stand for the assertion: each non-leaf node is labeled with n, rr,, where the Ti, this time, are the items labeling its (immediately descendant) son nodes. Because of the associativity and commutativity of the operation n, PD implies that each node is labeled with the requirement combining all local requirements contained in the sub-tree descending from that node. In particular, the root of the tree is labeled with T, the grand total of all the local requirements.
What we have to do now is to take care that PD is at some time properly established, and is further maintained (kept invariant) through all modifications of the tree. Establishing PD is easy: at some time we have started with a collection of one item, so that PD was met without specific effort. Each local modification can be described as the deletion of the old item, followed by the insertion of the new one, The O(log N) n if such types are involved, hke <TABLE, ml, Z2 > n <TLT, T3 > = <TABLE, ml, T2 n T3 >, and <TEXT> n <TLT, T1 B = <TEXT> n T, (but <TEXT> n <LT, T,> = <*>). 
